
(M/s. Parvati Agrotech: A Start-up Incubated and Financially Supported 
by CIRCOT R-ABI, Mumbai)

Multipurpose farm equipment for seeding, 
seeding and fertilizer application

Product Range:

Product Range:

Incubation Support:
M/s. Parvati Agrotech has been incubated at CIRCOT- R-ABI under the 1st Cohort of
RKVY- RAFTAAR scheme and sanctioned as Uday (Pre-Seed Stage) Funding
Program of Rs 2 lakhs.

Expert’s view is also supported and gives new ideas to startup to improve the
product and also give the idea related to the marketing strategies to get maximum
benefits from the products. The CIRCOT R-ABI expert’s view helped the startup to
channel the program on right track and expand the business idea all over India.

 Three farm operations like seeding, weeding, fertilizer application can be
performed with a single machine

 Lightweight and portable
 Can operate even in small space
 Adjustment for flow rate and depth of seeds while sowing.
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Founder
Mr. Rajendra V. Pawar is an entrepreneur from Sangli, Maharashtra. He is an M. Tech
in Mech. Engg. He observed that a shortage of labor impacts agricultural operations like
seeding, manual weeding, fertilizer distribution etc. The majority of farmers possess a
small land area of less than 2 Acres which is fragmented and undulated hence, machine
operations are difficult and for different farming operation, farmers require to buy
different machinery. So he developed Multipurpose farm equipment performs multiple
operation such as sowing, weeding and fertilizing. This portable multipurpose machine
reduces human effort in agricultural field and is ideal for small fields.
Email: pawarrajendrav5@gmail.com
Contact No.: 9405569178
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